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iXceed recently ranked top amongst 5 leading HR tech Startups empowering
talent recruitment with the help of Technology by Silicon India & India Today

EXPANSION
Despite the global pandemic crisis we are expanding & attaining clients
significantly. The USP we bring to our clients and the passion with which we
service them has made this possible

New client Acquisition: We are in process of onboarding new clients to
help them achieve their business objectives.
We take pride to announce that we bagged two major deals as a
Leading Talent solution, RPO & Digital service provider.
One of our wins is of a global multinational Technology
organization that specializes in Information Technology and
Outsourcing. They recently merged with the leading global
multinational technology, engineering, construction,
manufacturing, and financial services conglomerate. We are
going to help them expand their footprints in Europe and the
Southeast Asian market.
Our second win is with the largest generic drug company of the
world, thwarting many large competitors. We cracked this deal
with a global Healthcare & Pharmaceutical organisation and we
are going to help them with talent solutions for their missioncritical technology and health care projects field.

iXceed Solutions works across the Technology, IT Consulting,
Engineering, Financial Services, Pharmaceutical , healthcare and Retail
industries, to name a few . Our team is specialized in their niche and
have extensive experience in their industry.
We aim to create long-lasting partnerships with our clients, across the
globe.

Read our Case Studies Here

See , what our successfully placed candidates , have to say about their

experience with us .
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Construction
Manager
Urlati, Romania

Here's the happy feedback by the COFORGE, a leading global IT
solutions organization, enabling its clients to transform at the intersect
of unparalleled domain expertise and emerging technologies to
achieve real-world business impact.

We are always behind & besides our employees, supporting them whenever &
wherever they are in need.Here is what some of our super energetic employees
have to say about the support & assistance that they have been receiving.
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LATEST TRENDING

According to visualcapitalist research, flexible schedule, the ability to work from
any location, and no more commuting were the top reported benefits, Many big
names are already implementing this. We as iXceed Solutions is providing
talents with opportunities for remote work to our clients in UK, Europe, Poland,
Germany & for challenging locations with specific skill-set as demanded.

Deloitte to shut four UK offices, to retain all 500 staff on
permanent work-from-home contracts
Stephen Griggs, Deloitte's UK managing partner, said all (500) staff
based at the four locations slated for closure would continue to be
employed by Deloitte under permanent work-from-home contracts.
Research: 40% of employees will work from home by 2025
TCS surveyed nearly 300 senior executives across sectors in Asia,
Europe and North America, two-thirds of whom came from
businesses with $5 billion plus in revenues. The main aim of the study
was to gauge how the corporate world is reacting to the pandemic
and all its repercussions.
One-third of work in Europe could be remote post-pandemic
With a Covid-19 vaccine gradually being deployed, many employees
remain reluctant to return to working full-time at the office. According
to a new study from McKinsey & Company, one-third of work in
Europe’s leading economies could continue to be done remotely even
after the pandemic subsides.

For any queries or business opportunities, please reach out to us at
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